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 Abstract 

Averaged acquaintance ratings are regarded by many as the most accurate representation of actual 

personality (Hofstee, 1994). This means that the relative ability of self-report inventories to predict 

acquaintance ratings becomes a critical test of an inventory's usefulness. Scores from 135 subjects on the 

California Psychological Inventory (CPI; Gough, 1987), Hogan Personality Inventory (HPI; Hogan & 

Hogan, 1992), and revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R; Costa & McCrae, 1992) were 

correlated with four sets of acquaintance ratings of the subjects. The four sets of rating scales represent 

the alternate perspectives of the Five-Factor Model (FFM) described by Hogan and Johnson (1981), 

McCrae and Costa (1985b), Norman (1963), and Goldberg (1992). It was expected that each inventory 

would outpredict the others for at least one of the four ratings measures. In particular, the NEO-PI-R 

scales were expected to best predict scores from McCrae and Costa's rating scales, and the HPI scales 

were expected to best predict scores on Hogan and Johnson's rating scales. Unexpectedly, the NEO-PI-R 

scales consistently equalled or surpassed the CPI and HPI scales in predicting all four 

acquaintance-rating measures and in predicting factor scores derived from the four inventories. Thus, 

despite Costa and McCrae's (1995) modest remark that the "NEO-PI-R is not the gold standard by which 

other conceptualizations of the FFM should be judged" (p. 36), the present study indicates that the 

NEO-PI-R scales predict--better than the CPI or HPI--acquaintance ratings based on four different 

conceptualizations of the FFM. Reasons for this are discussed. 
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 Predicting Observers' Ratings of the Big Five 

 from Self-Report Inventories 

Why Self-Reports Should Predict Observer Perceptions of Personality 

Self-report personality inventories have many uses, but one of the primary purposes of 

self-reports is to "classify people in the way that others classify them" (Gough, 1987, p. 3). For example, 

according to Gough (1987) ". . . a scale for dominance [should] in fact identify people who are described 

as dominant . . ." and ". . . a scale for responsibility [should] accurately classif[y] people who are 

consensually described as responsible. . . ." (p. 3). This view is shared by Hogan & Hogan (1992), who 

suggest that a self-report inventory is useful to the degree that it faithfully represents one's public 

reputation, i.e., how a person is regarded by others. Similarly, Hofstee (1994) argues that the averaged 

judgment of knowledgeable acquaintances represents our best estimate of what individuals' personalities 

"really are" (p. 150) and therefore represents a fundamental criterion against which self-reports should 

be validated. The purpose of the study described in this paper is to compare how well three widely-used 

self-report inventories predict this fundamental criterion, averaged perceptions of others. 

The Big Five Domains of Observer Perceptions of Personality 

Over 50 years of factor analyses on acquaintance ratings, from Thurstone (1934) to Goldberg 

(1990, 1992), have demonstrated repeatedly that acquaintance perceptions cover five broad domains, 

dubbed the "Big Five" by Lewis Goldberg (1981; 1993). As would be expected if self-reports 

isomorphically represent acquaintance perceptions, self-report inventories with sufficient length and 

diverse content also tap the same five domains (Costa, Busch, Zonderman, & McCrae, 1986; Costa & 

McCrae, 1988; McCrae & Costa, 1985a, 1987, 1989a, 1989b; McCrae, Costa, & Piedmont, 1993). The 

pervasive recurrence of the Big Five suggests they be used to organize a study comparing personality 
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inventories' abilities to predict acquaintance ratings. 

AB5C Facets of the Big Five 

One hurdle that must be cleared before using the Big Five in a comparative rating study is the 

fact that different researchers conceptualize the five domains in somewhat different ways (Digman 

1990; John, 1990). Domain I has been conceptualized as extraversion, agency, or surgency, domain II as 

agreeableness or likeability or love, domain III as conscientiousness, prudence, constraint, or will to 

achieve, domain IV as emotional stability, adjustment, or (at the low end) neuroticism, and domain V as 

imagination, intellect, openness to experience, or creativity. In this paper I attempt to refer to the five 

domains by number only. Particular labels, when used, do not necessarily reflect complete endorsement 

of the conceptualization of the domain by the researcher who suggested the label. 

Johnson and Ostendorf (1993) explained differences among the various conceptualizations of the 

Big Five as follows. They noted that the basic elements entered into a factor analysis (whether trait 

words, bipolar rating scales, inventory items, subscale- or full-scale scores) typically are not pure 

markers of the derived factors. Most often, the factored elements contain a primary and secondary 

psychological meaning, represented essentially by the highest and second highest loadings in the factor 

matrix (Hofstee, De Raad, & Goldberg, 1992). Disagreements about domains arise from the often 

overlooked secondary aspects of researchers' elements. 

To wit, Hofstee et al. (1992) noted that different collections of trait terms designed to assess the 

same domain conceivably could measure somewhat different constructs if the secondary aspects of the 

traits differ. For example, if one used ratings of alert, ambitious, firm, and purposeful (all with primary 

loadings on the third factor and secondary loadings on the first factor, or 3+1+) to measure 

conscientiousness (domain III), one would actually be measuring an extraverted (1+) form of 
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conscientiousness. The overall character of the scale would be 3+1+. On the other hand, using ratings of 

careful, cautious, punctual, and formal (all 3+1-) would assess an introverted (1-) form of 

conscientiousness. This scale would have a 3+1- character. 

For accuracy's sake I should note in passing that depicting scales (sets of trait terms) as 3+1+ or 

3+1- is a liberal adaptation of Hofstee, et al.'s (1992) thinking. Hofstee, et al. described how trait terms 

can be geometrically mapped onto ten circumplexes defined by all possible pairings of the Big Five. 

They dubbed this model of trait mapping the "abridged big five-dimensional circumplex" (AB5C) 

model. Johnson and Ostendorf's (1993) "AB5C depictions" of scales  refer to the preponderance of 

AB5C depictions of the individual trait terms comprising the scale. Alternatively one could assess the 

AB5C character of a scale by factoring it with a number of other scales and examining primary and 

secondary loadings. 

Johnson and Ostendorf (1993) documented differences in the secondary aspect of the AB5C 

depictions of Big Five rating scales used by followers of four different research programs: Hogan and 

Johnson (1981), McCrae and Costa (1987), Norman (1963), and Goldberg (1992). The AB5C depictions 

for these four sets of rating scales are reproduced in Table 1. 
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 ------------------------- 

 Insert Table 1 about here 

 ------------------------- 

The implications of Johnson and Ostendorf's (1993) observations for the present study are as 

follows. At a broad, conceptual level, we expect self-report inventories to predict observer ratings on the 

Big Five. At the operational level, however, different Big Five rating scales sometimes contain trait 

terms whose AB5C secondary aspects differ systematically. Thus, rating scales used by different 

research groups sometimes measure slightly different versions of the Big Five. For example, Domain V 

seems to be operationalized as constrained intellect (5+3+) by Hogan and Johnson's (1981) Mentality 

rating scale and as surgent intellect (5+1+) by McCrae and Costa's (1985b) Openness to Experience 

rating scale (Johnson, 1994a). These kinds of differences need to be kept in mind when examining the 

ability of self-report scales to predict observer ratings of personality. 

AB5C Considerations when Predicting Observer Ratings from Self-Report Scales 

Self-report scales from personality inventories (questionnaires) may differ in appearance from 

rating scales, but nonetheless can be subjected to AB5C analyses. If the component items or subscales of 

an inventory scale systematically load on more than one factor, one can describe the AB5C character of 

the scale by the preponderance of AB5C codes of its components. For example, from Table 2 in Johnson 

(1994a), it appears that Costa and McCrae's (1992) Extraversion scale has a 1+3+ character, whereas 

Hogan and Hogan's (1992) Sociability scale has a 1+3- character. 

The hypothesis of this study follows straightforwardly from the evidence that both observer 

rating scales and self-report inventory scales authored by different researchers represent different AB5C 

versions of the Big Five. I hypothesized that self-report inventory scales will best predict acquaintance 
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rating scales that share both the same primary and secondary aspect. Presumably, inventories and rating 

scales authored by the same person will share the same AB5C character, but that is an empirical 

question. 

 Method 

Participants 

Data were collected from 148 undergraduate students (45 male, 98 female, 5 sex unknown) who 

volunteered to participate in a doctoral dissertation project by Cawley (1993). Fully completed 

questionnaires were received from 135 participants (40 male, 95 female); only these data were analyzed. 

Volunteers received extra credit points for the courses in which they were enrolled. 

Personality Scales 

Participants completed three widely-used personality inventories: the NEO-PI-R (Costa & 

McCrae, 1992), the Hogan Personality Inventory (HPI; Hogan & Hogan, 1992), and the California 

Psychological Inventory (CPI; Gough, 1987). 

The primary NEO-PI-R scales Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, 

and Openness to Experience represent Big Five domains I through V. Each primary scale is comprised 

of six subscales described by Costa and McCrae as facets. Johnson (1994a) suggests how the NEO-PI-R 

facets might be assigned to AB5C facets. 

The primary HPI scales Sociability and Ambition represent Big Five domain I, Likeability, 

domain II, Prudence, domain III, Adjustment, domain IV, and Intellectance and School Success, domain 

V. Each HPI primary scale is comprised of four to eight homogeneous item composite subscales, or 

HICs. Johnson (1994a) suggests how the HPI HICs might be assigned to AB5C facets. 

Unlike the development of NEO-PI-R and HPI, the construction of the CPI was not informed by 
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the Big Five. Nonetheless, the author of the CPI, Harrison Gough (personal communication, September 

12, 1995), has suggested that Big Five domains I through V are adequately represented by CPI scales 

Sociability, Amicability, Socialization, Well-Being, and Creative Temperament. Recent empirical 

findings (Johnson, in press-c) support Gough's suggestion. These five scales do not contain subscales 

and therefore have not been subjected to AB5C analyses. 

Participants also had two acquaintances rate them with the four sets of Big Five scales used by 

Johnson & Ostendorf (1993). The four sets of ratings scales represent the alternate perspectives of the 

Five-Factor Model (FFM) described by Hogan and Johnson (1981), McCrae and Costa (1985b), Norman 

(1963), and Goldberg (1992).  

Analyses 

Ascertaining the AB5C character of personality scales. The first set of analyses determined the 

AB5C character of all personality scales in this project. Although suggested AB5C depictions for the 

rating scales were provided by Johnson and Ostendorf (1993; reproduced here in Table 1) and AB5C 

depictions of the NEO facets and HPI HICs were provided by Johnson (1994a), three considerations 

suggested calculating AB5C depictions for the scales anew. 

First, factor loadings can vary from sample to sample, and it makes sense to interpret findings in 

the present study in terms of factor loadings found within the study. This consideration is particularly 

important for determining the AB5C character of the NEO-PI-R and HPI because Johnson (1994a) 

derived AB5C codes from factor analyses of each inventory's subscales rather than a factor analysis of a 

large set of trait adjectives. Second, AB5C scale codes suggested by Johnson and Ostendorf (1993) and 

Johnson (1994a) are rough approximations based on the preponderance of AB5C codes of the scales' 

components. These rough approximations do not always provide a definitive overall AB5C code; for 
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example, Costa and McCrae's (1992) Openness to Experience scale consists of two 5+1+ facets, two 

5+3- facets, and two 5+5+ facets. Finally, to date no AB5C codes had been computed for CPI scales. 

To compute AB5C depictions for all rating and inventory scales, the following method was used. 

First, scores on the 199 individual scales from the four rating instruments used by Johnson and 

Ostendorf (1993) were subjected to principle components factor analysis with varimax rotation1. Next, 

scale scores from the four rating instruments and from the CPI, HPI, and NEO-PI-R were regressed on 

factor scores from a five-factor solution, producing a correlation matrix. This matrix then served as 

input to the FORTRAN program used by Johnson and Ostendorf (1993) to determine AB5C codes for 

the scales. These codes were compared to AB5C codes suggested by Johnson and Ostendorf (1993) and 

Johnson (1994a). 

Comparing predictive validity of the CPI, HPI, and NEO-PI-R. The second set of analyses 

involved assessing the relative abilities of the CPI, HPI, and NEO-PI-R to predict the acquaintance 

ratings. This was accomplished by correlating scale scores from the three self-report inventories with the 

four sets of rating scales. The correlation matrix was visually inspected to see whether correlations 

tended to be higher for self-report and acquaintance rating scales that shared a common AB5C code. 

Predicting scales built from items sharing identical AB5C codes. The third and final set of 

analyses involved examining how well new scales comprised of items sharing identical AB5C codes 

were predicted by the CPI, HPI, and NEO-PI-R. These analyses began by returning to the five-factor 

solution of the 199 individual bipolar trait scales. This matrix of factor loadings was input into Johnson 

and Ostendorf's (1993) FORTRAN program to generate AB5C codes. Scales were formed from items 

sharing the same AB5C codes (see Johnson, 1994a) with the stipulation that there were at least three 

such items. These AB5C scales were correlated with the CPI, HPI, and NEO-PI-R and the predictive 
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validity of the three self-report inventories compared. 

 Results 

AB5C Character of Personality Scales 

A scree plot from the principle components analysis of the acquaintance ratings clearly 

suggested a five factor solution. The correlations between all personality scales and the five factor 

scores from the factor analysis are presented in Table 2.  Table 2 also shows the assignment of all 

personality scales to AB5C facets and the projections on these facets. Amongst the 17 self-report scales, 

only two (NEO-PI-R Conscientiousness and Openness to Experience) appeared to be "factor pure" 

(3+3+ and 5+5+, respectively); the remaining 15 scales appeared to be AB5C blends of two factors. 

 ------------------------- 

 Insert Table 2 about here 

 ------------------------- 

Table 3 compares scales' AB5C depictions calculated in this study to AB5C depictions suggested 

in previous studies (Johnson, 1994a; Johnson & Ostendorf, 1993). For the 34 scales analyzed 

previously, 17 showed AB5C identical to those calculated in this study, 2 showed the primary and 

secondary aspects reversed, and 15 showed differences in the secondary aspect. This confirms the 

less-than-perfect stability of secondary loadings across samples and the need to derive AB5C codes on 

local data. 

 ------------------------- 

 Insert Table 3 about here 

 ------------------------- 

Predictive Validity of CPI, HPI, and NEO-PI-R 
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Table 4 presents a head-to-head comparison of the relative abilities of the CPI, HPI, and 

NEO-PI-R scales to predict acquaintance ratings of the Big Five domains. Contrary to the predicted 

hypothesis, the ability of a self-report scale to predict an acquaintance rating scale from the same 

domain did not depend upon sharing an AB5C secondary aspect. Rather, the NEO-PI-R scales in 

virtually all cases equalled or exceeded the abilities of the other self-report scales to predict all four sets 

of acquaintance ratings. 

 ------------------------- 

 Insert Table 4 about here 

 ------------------------- 

Prediction of Specially Constructed AB5C Scales 

The Appendix lists the assignment of all bipolar traits from all acquaintance rating scales to 

AB5C facets. Three or more items with the same AB5C code were identified and grouped into scales. 

These scales were (with the number of items in parentheses) as follows: Domain I, 1+1+ (4), 1+2+ (10), 

1+3+ (7), 1+4+ (5), 1+5+(8); Domain II, 2+1+ (5), 2+3+ (18), 2+4+ (17); Domain III, 3+1+ (7), 3+2+ 

(19), 3+3+ (5), 3+4+ (5), 3+5+ (8); Domain IV, 4+1+ (7), 4+2+ (9), 4+4+ (7); and Domain V, 5+1+ 

(11), 5+2+ (3), 5+3+ (11), 5+3- (4), 5+5+ (3). Table 5 presents correlations between the CPI, HPI, and 

NEO-PI-R scales and the rating scales built from items with common AB5C codes. Results from this 

table mirror the results from Table 4: The NEO-PI-R scales are superior to the CPI and HPI scales for 

predicting acquaintance ratings for all AB5C variants of the Big Five. 

 ------------------------- 

 Insert Table 5 about here 

 ------------------------- 
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 Discussion 

The main hypothesis of this study--that self-report scales best predict acquaintance rating scales 

that share the same AB5C code--was disconfirmed. Unexpectedly, the NEO-PI-R scales emerged as the 

best predictors of all the acquaintance rating scales. Possible reasons for the apparent failure of AB5C to 

make a difference are presented below. 

In many cases the secondary aspect (loading) of a scale represents a trivial amount of variance 

relative to the primary aspect, especially against the background noise of error variance. The variance 

represented by the primary aspect therefore swamps the secondary aspect. An exception to this may 

occur when the secondary aspects of two scales represent the same domain but are reversed in sign. For 

example, the 5+3- HPI Intellectance scale correlated r = .37 with the 5+3- acquaintance rating cluster, 

but only r = .15 with the 5+3+ acquaintance rating cluster. Other examples can be found, but very few 

Big Five domain scales have negative secondary loadings, so this idea is difficult to evaluate. 

Nonetheless, correlations between the NEO facets and acquaintance ratings (not reported in detail here 

due to space limitations) indicate that differences in sign on the secondary loading of two scales does 

consistently suppress the magnitude of correlations. 

The more particulate AB5C analyses of the NEO facets and HPI HICs were too unwieldy to 

report here, but they did suggest why the NEO scales tended to outpredict (in some cases) the HPI and 

CPI scales. These analyses shows that, although most NEO facets were not factor-pure (1+1+, 2+2+, 

etc.), every facet at least showed its primary loading on the domain it is supposed to represent. In 

contrast, some of the scales on the HPI contain several HICs whose primary loadings are on domains 

other than the one they are supposed to represent (see Johnson, 1994a, Table 1). The heterogeneity of 

the HPI scales has become more pronounced from the original (Hogan, 1986) to revised (Hogan & 
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Hogan, 1992) versions of the HPI, as the Hogans have begun to assign HICs to the same scale based on 

common external correlations or on theoretical grounds rather than on internal psychometric 

considerations. The CPI scales are, likewise, constructed on empirical or rational grounds rather than 

internal psychometrics. 

If primary factor loadings are, for the most part, so much more important than secondary 

loadings for predicting acquaintance ratings from self-reports, does this mean that the AB5C model for 

carving the Big Five domains into subdomains should be rejected? 

Like William Prout, the 19th century chemist who held to the elegant whole-number model of 

atomic weights despite disconfirming data from elements like Chlorine, I am not ready to abandon the 

elegant AB5C model despite the current data indicating the relative unimportance of secondary 

loadings. Furthermore, I find little merit in criticisms (Costa & McCrae, 1995, p. 26) of AB5C based on 

the fact that some circumplex segments are highly populated by many trait adjectives while others are 

empty or nearly empty (De Raad, Hendriks, & Hofstee, 1992). This criticism seems comparable to 

criticizing the periodic table of the elements because some elements are common and others are rare. 

Empty cells in the original periodic table led to a search for the missing elements rather than wholesale 

rejection of the table. 

On the other hand, McCrae and Costa's (1992) argument--that subdomain scales should measure 

valid specific variance above and beyond the common variance measured by the larger domain scale--is 

well-taken. If subdomain scales are interchangeable with each other or the larger domain scale, they are 

unnecessarily redundant. The AB5C approach used here hypothesized that "valid specific variance" for 

a subscale is actually indicated by the secondary loading of a subscale. This hypothesis was not 

confirmed by the present study. McCrae and Costa's (1992) facet scales, on the other hand, apparently 
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have demonstrated valid specific variance above and beyond the common variance attributable to all 

five domains of the Big Five. 

For now, the NEO domain-and-facet approach looks like the most promising approach for 

mapping the subdomains of the five major personality domains, but certain questions remain 

unanswered. What exactly is the "valid specific variance" in the NEO facet scales that lies beyond the 

Big Five? Precisely why does the NEO-PI-R predict acquaintance ratings better than two inventories 

whose raison d'être is the prediction of the impressions the test-taker makes on others? 

This paper is not a call to abandon the AB5C model. But until the AB5C model can move 

beyond its elegant internal mapping of trait words 

(Johnson 1994b) to multi-method demonstrations of pragmatic utility (Johnson, in press-a) it will not 

have as much impact as the NEO model. Time will tell. Prout was, after all, vindicated after his death by 

the discovery of isotopes. 
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 Footnote 

1Using more variables than observations violates a canon of factor analysis. This violation could 

have been avoided by treating different acquaintance ratings of the same participant as different 

observations instead of averaging them. I don't think breaking the rules of factor analysis made a 

difference here. Main results identical to those presented here were found by factoring adjective scale 

scores rather than individual adjective ratings. 
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Table 1 

AB5C Structure of Big Five Scales from Different Research Groups 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 Factor I 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Researcher    Scale Name    AB5C Designation 

Goldberg (1992)   Surgency      1+1+ 

Hogan & Johnson (1981)a  Sociality      1+1+ 

Power       1+3+ 

McCrae & Costa (1985b)  Extraversion      1+2+ 

Norman    Extroversion/Surgency    1+1+ 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 Factor II 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Goldberg (1992)   Agreeableness      2+4+ 

Hogan & Johnson (1981)  Likeableness      2+4+ 

McCrae & Costa (1985b)  Agreeableness      2+1+ 

Norman    Agreeableness      2+4+ 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 Factor III 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Goldberg (1992)   Conscientiousness     3+3+ 

Hogan & Johnson (1981)  Conventionality     3+2+ 
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McCrae & Costa (1985b)  Conscientiousness     3+5+ 

Norman    Conscientiousness     3+3+ 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 Factor IV 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Goldberg (1992)   Emotional Stability     4+2+ 

Hogan & Johnson (1981)  Poise       4+1+ 

McCrae & Costa (1985b)  Neuroticism       4-2- 

Norman    Emotional Stability     4+2+ 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

 Factor V 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Goldberg (1992)   Intellect      5+3+ 

Hogan & Johnson (1981)  Mentality      5+3+ 

Novelty      5+1+ 

McCrae & Costa (1985b)  Openness to Experience    5+1+ 

Norman    Culture      5+3+ 

────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────── 

Note. Adapted from "Clarification of the five factor model with the abridged big five dimensional 

circumplex" by J. A. Johnson and F. Ostendorf, 1993, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 65, 

p. 571. Copyright 1993 by the American Psychological Association. 

aRevised scale names (Johnson, in press-b) used instead of original scale names. 
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Table 2 

Correlations Between Personality Scales and Big Five Factor Scores 

                                   Factor Scores 

Scale                      I     II    III     IV      V  Projection  AB5C Code 

Gough's CPI 

  Sociability            .34   -.06   -.03    .14    .05        .364    1+4+   

  Amicability           -.03    .29    .22    .09   -.08        .363    2+3+    

  Socialization         -.09    .21    .34    .19   -.18        .403    3+2+    

  Well-Being             .10    .14    .21    .22    .02        .294    4+3+    

  Creative Temperament   .21    .05   -.28   -.01    .26        .374    3-5+       

Hogan & Hogan's HPI 

  Sociability            .35   -.06   -.13    .12    .01        .366    1+3-    

  Ambition               .26   -.17    .15    .22    .04        .340    1+4+    

  Likeability            .22    .35    .20   -.12   -.09        .415    2+1+    

  Prudence              -.04    .14    .31   -.11   -.10        .337    3+2+    

  Adjustment             .03    .14    .12    .37   -.04        .386    4+2+    

  Intellectance          .17   -.01   -.23    .10    .40        .461    5+3-       

  School Success        -.06   -.14   -.08    .11    .30        .328    5+2-       

Hogan & Johnson's Adjectives 

  Sociality              .86    .19   -.07    .04    .10        .856    1+1+    

  Power                  .66   -.17    .45   -.08    .32        .794    1+3+       

  Likeableness          -.08    .84    .13    .16   -.01        .844    2+2+    

  Conventionality        .13    .31    .82    .03    .04        .870    3+2+    

  Poise                  .26    .23    .20    .81    .08        .835    4+1+    

  Mentality              .17   -.09    .09    .07    .80        .799    5+5+       

  Novelty                .44   -.08   -.30    .06    .44        .597    1+5+       

Costa & McCrae's NEO-PI-R 

  Extraversion           .47    .05    .14    .02   -.04        .477    1+3+    

  Agreeableness         -.01    .47    .19   -.17   -.04        .502    2+3+    

  Conscientiousness     -.05   -.04    .48    .05    .08        .478    3+3+    
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  Neuroticism           -.12   -.02   -.04   -.41   -.03        .413    4-1-    

  Openness to Experience .05   -.01   -.13   -.13    .55        .551    5+5+       

McCrae & Costa Adjectives 

  Extraversion           .80    .39    .13    .14    .15        .892    1+2+    

  Agreeableness          .22    .83    .33    .10    .06        .884    2+3+    

  Conscientiousness      .17    .23    .88    .17    .21        .875    3+3+    

  Neuroticism           -.13   -.32   -.19   -.85   -.16        .892    4-2-    

  Openness to Experience .34    .11   -.07    .15    .82        .882    5+1+       

Norman's Adjectives 

  Extroversion/Surgency  .87    .17   -.08    .15    .13        .869    1+1+    

  Agreeableness          .17    .76    .14    .37    .07        .845    2+4+    

  Conscientiousness      .11    .25    .80    .09    .03        .822    3+2+    

  Emotional Stability   -.04    .18    .13    .84    .11        .835    4+4+    

  Culture                .21    .25    .18    .05    .74        .771    5+2+       

Goldberg's Adjectives 

  Surgency               .85    .17    .16    .19    .29        .882    1+5+       

  Agreeableness          .14    .83    .41    .13    .02        .922    2+3+    

  Conscientiousness     -.00    .31    .83    .18    .10        .875    3+2+    

  Emotional Stability    .22    .37    .21    .80   -.02        .872    4+2+    

  Intellect              .22    .13    .47    .13    .69        .834    5+3+       
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Table 3 

Comparison of AB5C Codes from Past and Present Studies 

Scale AB5C Code, Previous Study1 AB5C Code, This Study 

Gough's CPI 

Sociability    1+4+ 

Amicability    2+3+ 

Socialization    3+2+ 

Well-Being    4+3+ 

Creative Temperament    3-5+ 

Hogan and Hogan's HPI 

Sociability  1+3-  1+3- 

Ambition  4+1+  1+4+ 

Likeability  2+1+  2+1+ 

Prudence  3+2+1-  3+2+ 

Adjustment  4+2+  4+2+ 

Intellectance  5+3-  5+3- 

School Success  5+5+  5+2- 

Hogan & Johnson's Adjectives 

Sociality  1+1+  1+1+ 

Power  1+3+  1+3+ 

Likeableness  2+4+  2+2+ 

Conventionality  3+2+  3+2+ 

Poise  4+1+  4+1+ 
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Mentality  5+3+  5+5+ 

Novelty  5+1+  1+5+ 

Costa and McCrae's NEO-PI-R 

Extraversion  1+3+  1+3+ 

Agreeableness  2+1+  2+3+ 

Conscientiousness  3+4+  3+3+ 

Neuroticism  4-3-  4-1- 

Openness to Experience 5+1+3-  5+5+ 
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McCrae and Costa's Adjectives 

Extraversion  1+2+  1+2+ 

Agreeableness  2+1+  2+3+ 

Conscientiousness  3+5+  3+3+ 

Neuroticism  4-2-  4-2- 

Openness to Experience  5+1+  5+1+ 

Norman's Adjectives 

Extroversion/Surgency  1+1+  1+1+ 

Agreeableness  2+4+  2+4+ 

Conscientiousness  3+3+  3+2+ 

Emotional Stability  4+2+  4+4+ 

Culture  5+3+  5+2+ 

Goldberg's Adjectives 

Surgency  1+1+  1+5+ 

Agreeableness  2+4+  2+3+ 

Conscientiousness  3+3+  3+2+ 

Emotional Stability  4+2+  4+2+ 

Intellect  5+3+  5+3+ 

---------------------------------- 

1No previous AB5C codes available for CPI; HPI and NEO-PI-R previous AB5C codes from Johnson 

(1994a); all adjective previous AB5C codes from Johnson and Ostendorf (1993). 
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Table 4 

Inventories' Abilities to Predict Different FFM Acquaintance Ratings 

Inventory 

Scale                                   Acquaintance Rating Scales                                         

 

-----------------------------------------------DOMAIN I----------------------------------------------------- 

Hogan & Johnson McCrae & Costa Norman Goldberg Factor Score 

Sociality Power Extraversion Surgency Surgency Factor I  

CPI-Sy .34** .16 .23* .36* .26* .34** 

HPI-Soc .32** .21** .26** .31** .25** .35** 

HPI-Amb .18* .27** .21* .27** .22* .26** 

NEO-E .42** .41** .44** .36** .38** .47** 

-----------------------------------------------DOMAIN II---------------------------------------------------- 

Hogan & Johnson McCrae & Costa Norman Goldberg Factor Score 

Likeableness Agreeableness Agreeableness Agreeableness Factor II 

CPI-Ami .32**  .34** .27** .33** .29** 

HPI-Lik .32**  .36** .27** .36** .35** 
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NEO-A .43**  .45** .31** .43** .47** 
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-----------------------------------------------DOMAIN III--------------------------------------------------- 

Hogan & Johnson McCrae & Costa Norman Goldberg Factor Score 

Conventionality Conscientiousness Conscientiousness Conscientiousness Factor III 

CPI-So .39**  .29** .32** .33** .34** 

HPI-Pru .32**  .24** .32* .30** .31** 

NEO-C .39**  .44* .44** .46** .48** 

------------------------------------------------DOMAIN IV--------------------------------------------------- 

Hogan & Johnson McCrae & Costa Norman Goldberg Factor Score 

Poise  Neuroticism Emotional Stability Emotional Stability Factor IV 

CPI-Wb .32**  -.29** .20*  .24** .22** 

HPI-Adj .44**  -.39** .32** .30** .37** 

NEO-N -.42**  .41** -.36**  -.30** -.41** 

------------------------------------------------DOMAIN V---------------------------------------------------- 

Hogan & Johnson McCrae & Costa Norman Goldberg Factor Score 

Mentality Novelty Openness Culture Intellect Factor V 

CPI-CT .28** .34** .28** .14 .11  .26** 

HPI-Int .35** .30** .45** .28** .13 .40** 
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HPI-Sch .36** .23** .19* .01 .16 .30** 

NEO-O .51** .33** .51** .36** .25** .55** 
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-------------------------- 

Note. California Psychological Inventory scales are Sociability (CPI-Sy), Amicability (CPI-Ami), Socialization (CPI-So), Well-Being 

(CPI-Wb), and Creative Temperament (CPI-CT). Hogan Personality Scales are Sociability (HPI-Soc), Ambition (HPI-Amb), Likeability 

(HPI-Lik), Prudence (HPI-Pru), Adjustment (HPI-Adj), Intellectance (HPI-Int), and School Success (HPI-Sch). NEO Personality Inventory 

Scales are Extraversion (NEO-E), Agreeableness (NEO-A), Conscientiousness (NEO-C), Neuroticism (NEO-N), and Openness to Experience 

(NEO-O). Highest correlations are in bold-face type. 

*p <.05 **p<.01 (two-tailed test) 
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Table 5 

Inventories' Abilities to Predict Special AB5C Acquaintance Ratings 

Inventory 

Scale             AB5C Acquaintance Rating Scales       

               ---------------DOMAIN I----------------- 

               1+1+     1+2+     1+3+     1+4+     1+5+ 

 

CPI-Sy         .36**    .30**    .18*     .33**    .20* 

HPI-Soc        .24**    .31**    .29**    .22*     .29** 

HPI-Amb        .24**    .20*     .14      .29**    .22* 

NEO-E          .41**    .46**    .42**    .30**    .30** 

CPI-Ami        .02      .17*     .04      .07     -.06 

HPI-Lik        .24**    .39**    .30**    .05      .13 

NEO-A          .07      .20*     .13     -.07     -.05 

CPI-So        -.01      .11      .01      .02     -.17* 

HPI-Pru        .06      .08      .03      .02     -.12 

NEO-C          .01      .03      .11      .02     -.02 

CPI-Wb         .12      .19*     .14      .17      .08 

HPI-Adj        .06      .12      .12      .15      .07 

NEO-N         -.18*    -.17     -.08     -.26**   -.13 

CPI-CT         .25**    .15     -.02      .22*     .21* 

HPI-Int        .18*     .12      .17      .17      .38** 

HPI-Sch        .02     -.09     -.11      .06      .06 
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NEO-O          .12      .01      .09      .01      .21* 

               --------------DOMAIN II----------------- 

               2+1+     2+3+     2+4+ 

CPI-SY         .07     -.01      .06 

HPI-Soc        .06     -.09     -.01 

HPI-Amb        .04      .00      .01 

NEO-E          .24**    .16      .10 

CPI-Ami        .27**    .35**    .29** 

HPI-Lik        .35**    .37**    .29** 

NEO-A          .37**    .47**    .32** 

CPI-So         .24**    .32**    .26** 

HPI-Pru        .14      .21*     .13 

NEO-C          .05      .16      .06 

CPI-Wb         .21*     .27**    .24** 

HPI-Adj        .15      .20*     .31** 

NEO-N         -.07     -.09     -.21* 

CPI-CT         .10      .00     -.00 

HPI-Int        .08     -.08      .01 

HPI-Sch       -.11     -.13     -.04 

NEO-O          .01     -.06     -.09 

               -------------DOMAIN III---------------- 

               3+1+     3+2+     3+3+     3+4+     3+5+ 

CPI-Sy         .12     -.01      .00     -.05      .11 
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HPI-Soc        .10     -.12     -.10     -.11     -.04 

HPI-Amb        .24**    .12      .15      .06      .22* 

NEO-E          .31**    .17*     .18*     .04      .13 

CPI-Ami        .17*     .31**    .21*     .26**    .13 

HPI-Lik        .28**    .30**    .22*     .15      .10 

NEO-A          .20*     .32**    .19*     .19*     .06 

CPI-So         .19*     .35**    .28**    .28**    .22* 

HPI-Pru        .13      .32**    .29**    .20*     .12 

NEO-C          .32**    .44**    .49**    .38**    .32** 

CPI-Wb         .26**    .26**    .21*     .24**    .20* 

HPI-Adj        .17      .21*     .17      .15      .12 

NEO-N         -.17     -.10     -.09     -.18*    -.12 

CPI-CT        -.07     -.21*    -.31**   -.20*     .05 

HPI-Int       -.03     -.12     -.15     -.11      .05 

HPI-Sch       -.04     -.10     -.05     -.03      .19* 

NEO-O         -.01     -.06     -.09     -.14      .13 
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               --------------DOMAIN IV---------------- 

               4+1+     4+2+     4+4+ 

CPI-Sy         .25**    .04      .16 

HPI-Soc        .16      .12      .13 

HPI-Amb        .37**    .02      .23** 

NEO-E          .28**    .12      .10 

CPI-Ami        .18*     .14      .13 

HPI-Lik        .14      .10      .02 

NEO-A         -.02      .10     -.04 

CPI-So         .23**    .21*     .22* 

HPI-Pru        .04     -.12     -.10 

NEO-C          .17*     .04      .08 

CPI-Wb         .31**    .18*     .26** 

HPI-Adj        .37**    .25**    .34** 

NEO-N         -.40**   -.29**   -.39** 

CPI-CT         .06      .07      .04 

HPI-Int        .16      .09      .12 

HPI-Sch        .04     -.09      .14 

NEO-O          .01      .05     -.09 

               ---------------DOMAIN V---------------- 

               5+1+     5+2+     5+3+     5+3-     5+5+ 

CPI-Sy         .23**    .07      .12      .08      .13 
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HPI-Soc        .19*     .07     -.01      .05      .09 

HPI-Amb        .19*    -.02      .21*     .01      .08 

NEO-E          .21*     .07      .12     -.00      .09 

CPI-Ami       -.04      .03      .08     -.11      .02 

HPI-Lik        .01      .05      .09     -.12      .02 

NEO-A         -.01      .11      .07     -.17      .00 

CPI-So        -.17     -.06      .11     -.20*    -.09 

HPI-Pru       -.09     -.00      .09     -.18*    -.02 

NEO-C          .08      .10      .27**   -.08      .11 

CPI-Wb         .12      .06      .16     -.07      .12 

HPI-Adj        .04      .05      .05     -.09      .08 

NEO-N         -.14     -.06     -.11     -.01     -.10 

CPI-CT         .28**    .11      .14      .29**    .15 

HPI-Int        .42**    .31**    .15      .37**    .31** 

HPI-Sch        .18*    -.00      .25**    .23**    .16 

NEO-O          .44**    .37**    .31**    .42**    .44** 

-------------------------- 

Note. California Psychological Inventory scales are Sociability (CPI-Sy), Amicability (CPI-Ami), 

Socialization (CPI-So), Well-Being (CPI-Wb), and Creative Temperament (CPI-CT). Hogan Personality 

Scales are Sociability (HPI-Soc), Ambition (HPI-Amb), Likeability (HPI-Lik), Prudence (HPI-Pru), 

Adjustment (HPI-Adj), Intellectance (HPI-Int), and School Success (HPI-Sch). NEO Personality 

Inventory Scales are Extraversion (NEO-E), Agreeableness (NEO-A), Conscientiousness (NEO-C), 

Neuroticism (NEO-N), and Openness to Experience (NEO-O). Highest correlations are in bold-face 
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type. 

*p <.05 **p<.01 (two-tailed test) 
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 Appendix 
 
AB5C Facet Assignments for All Trait Pairs from All Acquaintance Rating Scales 
 
Item   Bipolar Adjective Pair                          Projection  AB5C Facet 
 
HJ32   reserved outgoing                                    0.725  1+ 1+ 
MC41   quiet talkative                                      0.730  1+ 1+ 
N1     silent talkative                                     0.747  1+ 1+ 
G3     silent talkative                                     0.814  1+ 1+ 
HJ19   sociable solitary                                    0.765  1+ 2+ 
HJ23   outspoken diplomatic                                 0.410  1- 2+ 
HJ44   extraverted introverted                              0.664  1+ 2+ 
HJ46   bold timid                                           0.634  1+ 2- 
MC2    aloof friendly                                       0.703  1+ 2+ 
MC31   loner joiner                                         0.653  1+ 2+ 
MC40   proud humble                                         0.333  1- 2+ 
MC44   retiring sociable                                    0.784  1+ 2+ 
MC53   sober fun-loving                                     0.647  1+ 2+ 
MC60   task-oriented person-oriented                        0.563  1+ 2+ 
MC63   timid bold                                           0.673  1+ 2- 
N4     reclusive sociable                                   0.845  1+ 2+ 
G4     unenthusiastic enthusiastic                          0.728  1+ 2+ 
G10    unsociable sociable                                  0.800  1+ 2+ 
HJ6    quiet talkative                                      0.690  1+ 3- 
HJ9    vigorous unenergetic                                 0.666  1+ 3+ 
HJ15   leisurely energetic                                  0.601  1+ 3+ 
HJ25   old-fashioned modern                                 0.303  1+ 3- 
MC23   impulse-ridden not impulse-ridden                    0.467  1- 3+ 
MC37   passive active                                       0.676  1+ 3+ 
MC57   subjective objective                                 0.337  1+ 3+ 
MC73   unenergetic energetic                                0.666  1+ 3+ 
G2     unenergetic energetic                                0.766  1+ 3+ 
G6     inactive active                                      0.744  1+ 3+ 
HJ36   self-assured shy                                     0.627  1+ 4+ 
HJ43   reminiscent forward-looking                          0.346  1+ 4+ 
N2     secretive frank,open                                 0.570  1+ 4+ 
G1     introverted extraverted                              0.672  1+ 4+ 
G5     timid bold                                           0.712  1+ 4+ 
HJ2    passive active                                       0.631  1+ 5+ 
HJ31   progressive preserving                               0.463  1+ 5+ 
MC24   inhibited spontaneous                                0.643  1+ 5+ 
MC39   prefer routine prefer variety                        0.497  1+ 5+ 
N3     cautious adventurous                                 0.704  1+ 5+ 
G7     unassertive assertive                                0.600  1+ 5+ 
G8     unadventurous adventurous                            0.659  1+ 5+ 
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G9     inhibited spontaneous                                0.643  1+ 5+ 
HJ10   blunt tactful                                        0.514  2+ 1- 
HJ16   warm cold                                            0.621  2+ 1+ 
MC43   reserved affectionate                                0.620  2+ 1+ 
MC50   serious cheerful                                     0.720  2+ 1+ 
MC58   submissive dominant                                  0.590  2- 1+ 
N5     irritable goodnatured                                0.755  2+ 1+ 
G11    cold warm                                            0.800  2+ 1+ 
HJ47   self-centered empathic                               0.463  2+ 3+ 
MC6    cold warm                                            0.702  2+ 3+ 
MC10   critical lenient                                     0.593  2+ 3- 
MC45   rude courteous                                       0.806  2+ 3+ 
MC46   ruthless soft-hearted                                0.773  2+ 3+ 
MC49   selfish selfless                                     0.581  2+ 3+ 
MC54   stingy generous                                      0.746  2+ 3+ 
MC59   suspicious trusting                                  0.476  2+ 3+ 
MC68   uncooperative helpful                                0.703  2+ 3+ 
MC74   unfair fair                                          0.764  2+ 3+ 
MC77   vengeful forgiving                                   0.600  2+ 3+ 
G12    unkind kind                                          0.836  2+ 3+ 
G13    uncooperative cooperative                            0.769  2+ 3+ 
G14    selfish unselfish                                    0.744  2+ 3+ 
G15    rude polite                                          0.856  2+ 3+ 
G16    disagreeable agreeable                               0.806  2+ 3+ 
G17    distrustful trustful                                 0.614  2+ 3+ 
G18    stingy generous                                      0.761  2+ 3+ 
G20    unfair fair                                          0.808  2+ 3+ 
HJ4    irritable goodnatured                                0.644  2+ 4+ 
HJ29   cooperative stubborn                                 0.667  2+ 4+ 
HJ34   industrious easy-going                               0.511  2- 4- 
HJ35   impatient tolerant                                   0.693  2+ 4+ 
HJ41   agreeable critical                                   0.625  2+ 4+ 
HJ42   moody composed                                       0.668  2+ 4+ 
MC3    antagonistic acquiescent                             0.416  2+ 4+ 
MC4    callous sympathetic                                  0.645  2+ 4- 
MC11   cynical gullible                                     0.404  2+ 4- 
MC12   disagreeable agreeable                               0.647  2+ 4+ 
MC26   irritable goodnatured                                0.710  2+ 4+ 
MC34   narrowminded openminded                              0.549  2+ 4+ 
MC55   stubborn flexible                                    0.666  2+ 4+ 
MC61   temperamental even-tempered                          0.761  2+ 4+ 
N7     headstrong mild,gentle                               0.648  2+ 4+ 
N8     negativistic cooperative                             0.735  2+ 4+ 
G19    inflexible flexible                                  0.731  2+ 4+ 
G31    angry calm                                           0.694  2+ 4+ 
G35    moody steady                                         0.726  2+ 4+ 
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HJ18   changeable predictable                               0.322  2- 5+ 
MC20   impatient patient                                    0.673  2+ 5+ 
MC75   unfeeling passionate                                 0.591  2+ 5+ 
HJ22   ambitious apathetic                                  0.647  3+ 1+ 
HJ48   healthy frail                                        0.384  3+ 1+ 
MC1    aimless ambitious                                    0.634  3+ 1+ 
MC17   helpless self-reliant                                0.581  3+ 1+ 
MC32   manipulative straightforward                         0.533  3+ 1+ 
MC38   playful businesslike                                 0.409  3+ 1- 
MC42   quitting persevering                                 0.627  3+ 1+ 
N12    quitting,fickle persevering                          0.681  3+ 1+ 
HJ13   unreliable trustworthy                               0.699  3+ 2+ 
HJ20   conscientious negligent                              0.652  3+ 2+ 
HJ49   rule-abiding rule-avoiding                           0.589  3+ 2+ 
MC5    careless careful                                     0.703  3+ 2+ 
MC27   late punctual                                        0.564  3+ 2+ 
MC29   lazy hardworking                                     0.728  3+ 2+ 
MC35   negligent conscientious                              0.681  3+ 2+ 
MC52   sloppy neat                                          0.601  3+ 2+ 
MC72   undependable reliable                                0.721  3+ 2+ 
N10    undependable responsible                             0.751  3+ 2+ 
N11    unscrupulous scrupulous                              0.494  3+ 2+ 
G21    disorganized organized                               0.611  3+ 2+ 
G23    undependable reliable                                0.751  3+ 2+ 
G24    negligent conscientious                              0.680  3+ 2+ 
G25    impractical practical                                0.740  3+ 2+ 
G26    careless thorough                                    0.644  3+ 2+ 
G27    lazy hardworking                                     0.695  3+ 2+ 
G28    extravagant thrifty                                  0.440  3+ 2+ 
G29    rash cautious                                        0.655  3+ 2+ 
HJ7    responsible undependable                             0.710  3+ 3+ 
HJ26   careless careful                                     0.629  3+ 3+ 
MC13   disorganized well-organized                          0.617  3+ 3+ 
N9     careless fussy,tidy                                  0.591  3+ 3+ 
G22    irresponsible responsible                            0.738  3+ 3+ 
MC22   impractical practical                                0.628  3+ 4+ 
MC28   lax scrupulous                                       0.473  3+ 4+ 
MC79   weak-willed self-disciplined                         0.668  3+ 4+ 
G30    frivolous serious                                    0.556  3+ 4+ 
G37    unstable stable                                      0.673  3+ 4+ 
HJ12   traditional unorthodox                               0.568  3- 5+ 
HJ38   quitting persevering                                 0.562  3+ 5+ 
HJ39   well-read unlettered                                 0.408  3+ 5+ 
HJ45   unlearned learned                                    0.560  3+ 5+ 
MC19   ignorant knowledgeable                               0.624  3+ 5+ 
MC62   thoughtless deliberate                               0.462  3+ 5+ 
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G42    imperceptive perceptive                              0.614  3+ 5+ 
G43    unanalytical analytical                              0.565  3+ 5+ 
G49    unrefined refined                                    0.643  3+ 5+ 
HJ24   confident worried                                    0.676  4+ 1+ 
MC25   insecure secure                                      0.721  4+ 1+ 
MC30   lonely not lonely                                    0.381  4+ 1+ 
MC47   self-conscious comfortable                           0.693  4+ 1+ 
MC48   self-pitying self-satisfied                          0.661  4+ 1+ 
MC78   vulnerable hardy                                     0.536  4+ 1+ 
N15    excitable composed                                   0.637  4+ 1- 
G39    insecure secure                                      0.705  4+ 1+ 
HJ3    calm anxious                                         0.614  4+ 2+ 
HJ11   relaxed tense                                        0.696  4+ 2+ 
HJ30   depressed cheerful                                   0.609  4+ 2+ 
MC15   emotional unemotional                                0.542  4+ 2- 
MC16   envious/jealous not envious                          0.442  4+ 2+ 
MC18   high-strung relaxed                                  0.776  4+ 2+ 
N6     jealous not jealous                                  0.538  4+ 2+ 
N16    hypochondriacal not hypochondriacal                  0.418  4+ 2+ 
G32    tense relaxed                                        0.843  4+ 2+ 
G36    envious not envious                                  0.495  4+ 2+ 
MC76   unstable emotionally stable                          0.566  4+ 3+ 
G38    discontented contented                               0.610  4+ 3+ 
G40    emotional unemotional                                0.383  4+ 3- 
HJ17   nervous poised                                       0.660  4+ 4+ 
MC36   nervous at ease                                      0.736  4+ 4+ 
MC80   worrying calm                                        0.798  4+ 4+ 
N13    nervous,tense poised                                 0.755  4+ 4+ 
N14    anxious calm                                         0.789  4+ 4+ 
G33    nervous at ease                                      0.819  4+ 4+ 
G34    guilt-ridden guilt-free                              0.669  4+ 4+ 
HJ5    liberal conservative                                 0.478  5+ 1+ 
HJ28   unambitious enterprising                             0.520  5+ 1+ 
HJ33   naive clever                                         0.588  5+ 1+ 
HJ37   conventional experimenting                           0.463  5+ 1+ 
HJ40   follower leaderlike                                  0.493  5+ 1+ 
MC9    conventional original                                0.701  5+ 1+ 
MC51   simple complex                                       0.518  5+ 1- 
MC65   unadventurous daring                                 0.565  5+ 1+ 
MC71   uncurious curious                                    0.564  5+ 1+ 
G45    uninquisitive curious                                0.570  5+ 1+ 
G46    unimaginative imaginative                            0.743  5+ 1+ 
G47    uncreative creative                                  0.765  5+ 1+ 
HJ27   complex simple                                       0.566  5+ 2- 
MC7    conforming independent                               0.365  5+ 2- 
MC67   unartistic artistic                                  0.717  5+ 2+ 
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N17    artistically insensitive artistically sensitive      0.513  5+ 2+ 
N20    simple,direct imaginative                            0.653  5+ 2+ 
HJ1    imaginative down-to-earth                            0.579  5+ 3- 
HJ21   unreflective intellectual                            0.594  5+ 3+ 
MC8    conservative liberal                                 0.518  5+ 3- 
MC14   down-to-earth imaginative                            0.569  5+ 3- 
MC21   imperceptive perceptive                              0.618  5+ 3+ 
MC56   stupid intelligent                                   0.638  5+ 3+ 
MC64   traditional untraditional                            0.456  5+ 3- 
MC66   unanalytical analytical                              0.502  5+ 3+ 
MC70   uncultured cultured                                  0.661  5+ 3+ 
N18    unreflective,narrow intellectual                     0.665  5+ 3+ 
N19    crude,boorish polished,refined                       0.570  5+ 3+ 
G41    unintelligent intelligent                            0.597  5+ 3+ 
G44    unreflective reflective                              0.642  5+ 3+ 
G48    uncultured cultured                                  0.637  5+ 3+ 
G50    unsophisticated sophisticated                        0.513  5+ 3+ 
MC33   narrow interests broad interests                     0.518  5+ 4+ 
HJ8    inartistic aesthetic                                 0.537  5+ 5+ 
HJ14   creative ordinary                                    0.605  5+ 5+ 
MC69   uncreative creative                                  0.674  5+ 5+ 
----------------- 
Note. Item identification codes are as follows: HJ=Hogan and Johnson (1981) adjectives; MC=McCrae 
and Costa (1985b) adjectives; N=Norman (1963) adjectives; and G=Goldberg (1992) adjectives. The 
number associated with the letter on these codes refers to the ordinal position of the adjective pair within 
the set of adjectives. The first and second member of each adjective pair are the left and right anchors, 
respectively, for the Likert scales used in the rating form. 


